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ABSTRACT

Analyzing the meaning of connotation is difficult for students to learn. Many students still cannot interpret words that have the connotation of a literary work, especially poetry in the form of song lyrics. So this study aims to describe the meaning of connotation and the types of connotative meanings in diction through semantic analysis on 13 Lesti Kejora's Choice Song Lyrics and to increase understanding in literary learning which is closely related to the preparation of LKPD used as an alternative material for teaching literature for class X in high school. This research is descriptive qualitative research, meaning that the writer analyzes the data and then describes it narratively. The results of the study indicate that the connotative meaning contained is often using high and friendly connotations to express words that have a good sense of value with meanings interpreted through high and friendly connotations. The types of connotative meanings found in diction include high connotations as many as 111 data, friendly connotations as many as 96 data, inappropriate connotations as many as 5 data, unpleasant connotations as many as 5 data, hard connotations as many as 8 data, and connotations of nonsensical forms as many as 11 data with a total of the type of connotative meaning in diction is 236 data. Based on the results of the LKPD trial for two certified educators at SMAN 1 Margaasih with good category value validation and tested on ten students, one student received a sufficient category score, six students received a good category score, and three students got a very good category scores. Therefore, the analysis results can be used as an alternative literature teaching material in the form of LKPD class X in high school.
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